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This is Joseph’s village. Joseph has 
lived in this village since he was born. 
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A village where 
the old and young 
weave their lives 
together; a village 
full of life and 
sounds!
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Joseph ran to see his grandfather. “Grandfather, I did it! Please 
come to my graduation.”
    “I am too old to travel, Joseph. But, I will be with you. Bring 
me your old handkerchief and that new graduation cap.”
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Grandfather took that old handkerchief.          
    “Hmmm,” he said. His scissors went... 

Snip, snip, snip! Snip, snip, snip! 
is needle ew in and out, in and out. 

There was just enough 
material to make…
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Joseph’s Song
SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEWSOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW

usic and Lyrics by ita Sabiiti
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“As a professional tailor in Uganda, I love the 
values in this story. We tailors solve these dilemmas 
everyday. The empowerment Grandfather gave to 
Joseph with each item is priceless.”

Naigwe Fiona KyamaNaigwe Fiona Kyama
Award winning Fashion Designer

“I love all your stories but this is my 
favorite. I look forward to many more.”

Elizabeth Ochieng OnayemiElizabeth Ochieng Onayemi, 
I  nglish Literature eacher

“We really like this book 
because it’s all about recycling!”  

Koraeny and Chelema Mwanga Koraeny and Chelema Mwanga 
8 & 10 year olds

“An excellent read-aloud, song and discussion 
starter! My music students in Minnesota loved 
how Joseph wrote a song from his own life 
experiences. They enjoyed discovering things they 
have in common with children on the other side of 
the world.” LeAnn ansourLeAnn ansour

Music Teacher

Joseph’s oversized school uniform begins this Ugandan adaption of a favorite Jewish folktale. 
As both Joseph and his Grandfather grow older, that shirt transforms into many objects to 
help Joseph navigate school life. Readers will enjoy guessing what object a very innovative 
Grandfather will make next! Joseph then retells the tale in a creative way.

A book for all the family to enjoy.

Joseph’s Song

Scan to listen to...


